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Holy Trinity Church 

Background 

The ghost of a farm worker, who died when he fell from a horse in the eighteenth century, is said to 

have been seen in the churchyard of Holy Trinity church. Is this the same ghost of an eighteenth 

century farm hand called Clark was killed when he fell from his horse and since that time he has been 

seen riding his horse and terrorising all that see him in the area of Penn? 

General 

The night was a light one as the sky was only covered by a thin layer of cloud and the waxing moon 

was still 63% full. It was dry and there was very little breeze. There was a constant hum of traffic 

coming mainly from the south-southeast and west. 

Initial Walk-round 

After entering the churchyard the team headed straight to the graveyard extension to the south. Once 

there Bill briefly explained why the team were in that part of the graveyard as it contained the grave of 

David Blakely (see the Pauls Hill – Background section). This related to our previous investigation 

where we searched for the grave of Ruth Ellis (who murdered David Blakely) in St Mary’s churchyard 

in Amersham Old Town. 

After finding the grave the team settled down to do an investigation in the churchyard extension. 

Vigil: Southern Graveyard – 20:53 to 21:30 

For this vigil Andy sat in the southeast corner of the graveyard, Trevor in the southwest corner and 

Elaine by the memorial in the centre of the graveyard. Bill sat on a bench in the northeast corner and 

Steph on a bench just west of the entrance. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the 

next page. 

This graveyard has a high wall running around three sides (west, north and east) and a very high 

hedgerow to the south. Because of the position of the moon the south and east of the graveyard were in 

shadow whilst the north and west were well lit. 

At the start of the vigil Elaine places her sound recorder on a headstone to her left. 

20:55 Bill immediately regrets his choice of vigil site as the bench is an old and decaying one that was 

covered in woodlice. The only place he could sit was at one end and right at the front which was 

the only bit that was woodlouse free. 

 Trevor sets out equipment in secluded corner. 

20:56 Elaine notes that the church bells ring 20:00. 

20:57 Bill turns on his EMF meter and returns it to his pocket. It remains on for the entire 

investigation. 

 Elaine hears noises which are coming from the church; could it be the clock or the flagpole? 
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20:58 Bill measures the 

temperature at +3 to 

+4°C on the grass using 

his digital infrared 

thermometer and 

+10.1°C with a pressure 

of 997.5mb on his 

compass/thermometer. 

The latter is attached to 

his coat so it does not 

record the ambient 

temperature but will 

show any local changes 

in temperature. 

21:00 Andy takes a 

temperature reading of 

+7.6°C. 

21:04 Steph measures the 

temperature as +9°C. 

Steph feels there is a lot 

of energy in this part of 

the graveyard. 

 While meditating Elaine 

gets the name Lucy and 

sees a ragdoll. 

21:05 Trevor hears the sound 

of footfalls coming 

from behind him. 

Trevor counts eight (8) treads before the steps stop. Trevor used his torch to see if there was 

anyone around him, to which there was not. 

 Andy can hear the sound of clicking and presumes this is coming from the clock mechanism in 

the church tower. This sound continues on and off during the vigil. 

21:09 Bill sees a flash of light (an arced line) at the south end of the graveyard and in about the centre 

of the southern hedgerow (under the trees). It was quite bright and unlikely to have been the 

other team members at that end of the graveyard as Andy, Trevor and Elaine were all visible 

from Bill’s location and it was obvious when they were using a light. Steph was too far away to 

have created the light, which was blue-white and not laser red, and no lights were visible from 

the other team members (who were all within Bill’s field of vision when he saw the light). 

21:12 Elaine is drawn to the archway by Steph. While Elaine was looking at the archway is seemed to 

come to her then move back again. This has never happened to Elaine before. 

21:13 Steph sees something small and dark about 60 centimetres off the ground move towards the 

wall on her right which is approximately 2.5 metres away. 

21:16 Andy takes a temperature reading of +8.6°C. 
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21:17 Whilst looking towards the centre of the graveyard Bill saw a large patch of pale light out of the 

corner of his eye (to the west-southwest). The light was moving from right to left and was 

beneath the canopy of trees that line the centre of the graveyard (it was seen against a very dark 

background). 

 Elaine gets the name Patrick. 

21:19 Steph has a strange feeling that someone is trying to make her laugh. Steph notices that the tree 

in the middle of the graveyard is lit up. She didn’t notice this before and wonders if one of the 

lights around the church has come on and is shining through the archway. 

21:20 Elaine notes that the church lights come on. 

 Trevor notes a chillier breeze, very noticeable as he put his left arm out, almost like a cold area. 

21:21 Bill measures the temperature at +3 to +4°C on the grass using his infrared thermometer and 

+11°C with a pressure of 997.3mb on his compass/thermometer. 

 Bill notes that the sky has now cleared a lot so that the moon has become very bright. 

 Andy hears an animal moving about behind him and hears a helicopter overhead. 

21:22 Trevor notes two more footfalls coming from behind again. 

21:23 Andy can hear dogs barking in the distance. 

21:28 Bill measures the temperature at +2.5 to +3.5°C on the grass using his infrared thermometer and 

+10.5°C with a pressure of 997.4mb on his compass/thermometer. 

Post-Vigil 

During the vigil large floodlights around the church came on and illuminated most of the structure. 

These were still on by the end of the vigil which would have made it difficult to do further vigils near 

the church especially as there are houses and a public house (the Crown) nearby. Because of this it was 

decided to walk down Pauls Hill, returning to the church later to do a vigil near the haunted east gate. 

Elaine asks if anyone heard the ticking noise during the vigil and Bill said that he had and believed it to 

be the halyard on the flagpole, on top of the tower, hitting the flagpole as the sound wasn’t a regular 

one (like a clock). 

Pauls Hill 

Background 

In the 1980s a ghost appeared in Penn that some people believe may have been that of Ruth Ellis, the 

last woman to be hanged in England. The ghost leaves the churchyard by the gate to the east and walks 

down Pauls Hill heading south. 

Ruth Ellis murdered her lover David Blakely at 21:30 on 10
th

 April 1955 outside the Magdala, a four-

story public house in South Hill Park, Hampstead. She confronted him by his car and took one shot at 

him with a .38 calibre Smith & Wesson Victory model revolver. This first shot missed and Blakely ran 

around his car only to be felled by a second shot. He collapsed to the ground whereupon Ruth stood 

over him and fired three more shots into him, one from only a centimetre away. 
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She was executed on the morning of Wednesday 13
th

 July 1955. At first, 

as was the custom, she was buried within the walls of Holloway Prison 

but later her body was exhumed and buried at St Mary's in Amersham. 

Walk: 21:40 to 22:20 

For this walk we started at the point where we had parked the cars in 

Church Road opposite the church and walked down Pauls Hill. Elaine 

chose not to join the rest of the team and instead remained in her car 

overlooking the churchyard. The route the team followed is shown on 

the plan on the right. On most maps Pauls Hill starts in Penn and 

continues all the way down into the valley and back up the other side but 

when you go there you find that Pauls Hill becomes Gatemoor Hill at a 

point just above the  on the plan. 

As the team passed the church in Pauls Hill Bill turned on his 

Electrosmog meter and carried it is his hand for much of the walk. 

21:41 Trevor used his KII meter all the way down, as the team passed 

the churchyard gate, the meter spiked. 

21:43 Andy smells burning wood while just going past the houses at the 

top of the hill.   

21:47 Just after passing the driveway to Hill House Bill heard leaves 

swirling on the road behind him. He found this odd as there was 

hardly any breeze that night and certainly not enough to stir the 

leaves on such a sheltered road (high hedgerows both sides). 

Looking round he found the leaves were actually on the road at 

the end of the house driveway. Just as he looked around 

something heavy hit the road to his right. Looking towards the 

noise he could not find what had caused it. There was a tree in 

the right direction but it was only 3 metres high and thin 

branched so there was nothing on it that could have caused the noise and there was no other 

source nearby. The location of this event is marked by the  on the plan. 

21:53 Bill’s ElectroSmog meter starts making a high-pitched whine that he had not heard before. It 

continued to sound as we walked down Gatemoor Hill. It was loudest when upright and facing 

towards the west. The position where the tone was first heard is shown by the  on the plan. 

21:56 Steph can smell a sweet smell, like perfume. She asks if anyone can smell anything and Trevor 

replies he can smell something sweet. Steph also can smell the same scent as she writes this. 

22:00 Steph gets a waft of the sweet smell from her right. 

22:03 The team reach the bottom of the hill, where the road turns 90°. 

22:04 Andy and Steph are at the bottom of the hill and Steph asks Andy if he can smell aftershave. 

Andy responds that he can and this smell is very strong. Andy wonders if this smell is coming 

from the nearby wild flowers but this is discounted by other team members. 

 Steph is standing with Andy and Trevor and all agree that they can smell the sweet smell. It 

appears to come and go in waves. 
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22:05 The team start the return journey. For the return Bill did not have his ElectroSmog meter on 

22:15 As the team reached Pauls Hill again Bill checked his ElectroSmog meter and found that the 

high-pitched whine had gone to be replaced by the normal background hiss but with occasional 

double pings. 

Solo Vigil 

During the walk Elaine had remained in her car on Church Road. 

21:52 While Elaine was looking out of the passenger’s side car window she notices four flashes of 

light then a bright orange flash at the back of the church light, this was not insects, as they had 

been flying around the light on and off throughout the night, nor was it reflections of car 

headlights. 

21:53 A noise comes from Andy’s bag and makes Elaine jump. 

Post-Walk 

When the team returned to the cars Elaine asked Bill if they had been in the church, to which Bill 

replied ‘No’. Elaine had not seen anyone go into the church and only one man had walked past the car. 

It transpired that the noise that had made Elaine jump was Andy’s radio which had crackled when Bill 

had pressed the transmit button on his radio. 

Vigil: Holy Trinity Church East Gate – 22:35 to 23:15 

After the walk the team returned to Pauls Hill to investigate the haunted area around the east gate of the 

churchyard. Trevor and Elaine positioned themselves in the churchyard with Trevor near the gate and 

Elaine under a nearby tree. Bill, Steph and Andy remained in the road. For the positions of the team 

members see the plan on page 2. Initially Bill and Steph sat in Bill’s car which he had parked 10 metres 

north of the gate but after a short while they left the car and leant against the bonnet. 

Elaine places her sound recorder on the floor to her right and measures the temperature at +8.6°C. 

22:44 Whilst looking south along Pauls Hill past the gate, Bill saw a large patch of mist which seemed 

to originate in the churchyard and move along the top of the wall. It could not have been 

Trevor’s breath as he was further south and the mist was travelling south. 

22:45 Andy was down by the gate and called Bill over as his KII meter was going loopy. Bill tested 

the area with his ElectroSmog meter but all that was on it were the same tones as heard in Pauls 

Hill at 22:15. 

22:46 Andy places his EMF meter on the middle step of the gate entrance and gets an immediate 

constant reading of 2.5mG. Andy discusses this with Bill and Steph who are nearby and Bill 

places his meter on the step. Trevor joins the team and places his KII on the same step as Andy 

and gets the same reading of 2.5mG.  Andy moves his tripod and DVD camera in order to film 

the meters which give a constant reading throughout this vigil. 

 Andy, Bill and Steph are on the other side (street side) of the gate with their KII and EMF 

meters on the step, Trevor is asked to join them and place his KII meter also on the step, to 

which he does. Trevor`s KII meter mimics Andy’s every time. 

 Trevor then takes his EMF meter and takes a reading to the left and right of the step and finds 

that the reading gradually diminishes to nothing within 3 to 4.5 metres. The reading on the KII 
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meters was 14.1mG. Trevor also noted that if the EMF meter was placed between the KII 

meters, the reading was also zero. 

22:47 Elaine notes that the light comes on by the gate. 

22:49 Elaine notices something moving by a grave and goes to investigate. It is a leaf moving in the 

wind. 

22:52 Bill places his Electrosmog meter next to Andy’s KII meter on the step, Trevor places his KII 

meter in the same area. Andy videos all three meters. At first Bill’s ElectroSmog meter gave 

occasional bursts which seemed to correspond with cars going along Church Road. 

23:07 Andy takes a temperature reading by the gate step of +10.4°C. 

23:08 Bill measures the temperature at +5°C on the road using his infrared thermometer and +11.4°C 

with a pressure of 997.5mb on his compass/thermometer. 

 Checking of Bill’s ElectroSmog meter did not seem to show a correlation with traffic on Church 

Road. The ElectroSmog was giving occasional bursts of tone and lights (corresponding to 

higher signal levels) whilst the KIIs went to two lights then back to three over long periods. 

23:11 Elaine measures the temperature as +9.4°C. 

23:12 The church lights go off. 

Steph does not experience anything unusual during this time but observes the constant EMF and 

ElectroSmog meter readings and discusses these with the team. She thinks that, as they are constant, 

there is some natural cause from a source nearby such as cables etc. 

Post-Investigation 

Bill’s EMF meter did not beep (level rise above 10mG) during the investigation. 

Nothing was caught on Elaine’s sound recorder or camera. 

Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camera: EasyPix NV500 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC  

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Bill Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

EMF Detector: Hutech 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: CHY 110 

Electrosmog Meter: Cornet ED-7 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Elaine Digital Camera: Kodak C913 

Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 
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Steph Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Gauss Meter 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Trevor Digital Camera: Kodak Easyshare C713 

EMF Detector: Lutron 822A 

EMF Meter: K-II  

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Remote Sensing – Marion Lawn 

Marion couldn’t make it to Penn so she 

did a remote sensing from home. This is 

where she concentrates on the aerial 

photo and works with her guide to see if 

she can pick up anything. Her guide on 

Friday was Stephen. 

First she picked up the image of a 

woman walking up the lane towards the 

road. This was a young woman in a long 

dark red dress/skirt a dark cape that 

came to about hip level and a dark 

bonnet. She isn’t sure if both were black 

or dark blue. Marion watched this 

woman from above and behind but felt 

the woman held a basket over her left 

arm. 

Marion finds herself standing on the 

ground with branches and leaves to her 

right and feels she is in the lane. 

Suddenly a man stepped in front of her 

and she had to look up to see his face. 

He was tall about 1.8 metres and quite well made not fat but muscular and sturdy. He was looking 

down at her and put his face right in front of hers just a few of centimetres away. She stood and looked 

back at him. His face was broad and so was his nose. He had lovely dark eyes. He was an older man; 

his hair was parted in the middle and longer at the back. He had a long fringe that turned up at the ends. 

His hair was white on top gradually going darker till the ends were completely dark. He had a beard 

which was dark peppered with white. He had full lips. He was very clean. They stood and looked at 

each other but Marion didn’t feel at all frightened of him, she felt quite comfortable being with him. 

Next Marion had an experience she has never felt before. They were in a room and Marion was 

standing right behind him. He wore a white shirt with long baggy sleeves and a brown leather jerkin.  

She felt he was a blacksmith. She could see him but also felt she was part of him. He was standing with 

his head bent and leaning forward with hands on a table. He raised his right arm and brought his palm 

crashing down on the table, he did this a few times shouting “Oh no, no, oh hell” and Marion felt she 

was banging the table as well. She felt his absolute anger and total disbelief. She doesn’t know what 
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happened to make him so distraught but it left her feeling upset and tearful. His image then 

disappeared. 

Lastly Marion had the image of a ‘Bust’ of a lady. She was a lovely pretty young lady. She wore a 

flowery dress and short waist-length cape. She wore a bonnet tied under the chin with ribbon and had 

curls on her cheeks. The ‘Bust’ was only about 7.5 centimetres high and made of silver. It looked 

beautiful. Marion wondered if this links to the lady in the lane. 

The following day, as Marion is getting ready to draw the man, she got the name William. 

 


